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Watford, UK – March 2003 – Building on the spectacular success and critical acclaim 

of its predecessors, the H50 and H55, Optoma have created the ThemeSceneTM 

H56 – proudly boasting the very best picture quality. Everything about the H56 is 

perfectly balanced, providing pictures superior to those you would see at the 

cinema. 

 

The Magical picture quality comes from a number of innovative features, 

including a massive Contrast Ratio of 2000:1, enabling the most demanding 

dark and shade detail, astounding depth of field, with vibrant, natural rich colour 

for stunning, lifelike images. 

 
The H56 is optimised for Widescreen (16:9) viewing of European DVD and TV 

(PAL and SECAM). Native PAL mode ensures the resolution is exactly matched, 

pixel by pixel, to the resolution of the projector –  increasing detail and image 

quality. "Less scaling means less image processing, means a much clearer 

image,”said Bob Johnson, Marketing Manager, Optoma Europe EMEA.  

 

The fusion of ThemeScene’s innovation and Texas Instruments’ DLPTM 

technology combines the most advanced XGA DDR chip with a 6 segment, 4x 

speed colour wheel. Advanced Image Processing utilises the Silicon Image 

Si504 progressive chip and Advanced Colour Control allows full adjustment of 

red, green and blue brightness and contrast for each input. The combination of 

all these technical developments helps to create a picture quality that’s out of 

this world. 

 

As you would expect the H56 is also very quiet, with a near silent operational 

noise level below 32dB. 
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Features include: 

• Amazing Contrast Ratio of 2000:1 

• XGA, 12° , DDR, DMD chip  from Texas Instruments 

• European optimised Widescreen (16:9) and 4:3 mode 

• High Brightness 1000 ANSI Lumens 

• Near Silent 32dB fan level 

• Advanced Colour Control 

  

 

 

Available March 2003. 

 

A full list of specifications is available upon request or visit  

www.themescene.tv 

 

About Optoma Europe: 

Optoma Europe is a leading specialist provider of display products for the 

business and consumer markets. As part of the Coretronic group, Optoma is a 

top 5 projector manufacturer world-wide and a #2 player in the DLPTM
 market. It 

engineers video and data projectors separately to provide the highest quality 

performance each sector demands. 

 

With headquarters in Watford, UK, Optoma Europe also has offices in France, 

Germany and Spain. Further information can be seen at: 

www.optomaeurope.com 

 

For further information please contact: 

Bob Johnson    b.johnson@optoma.co.uk   

Kathy Williams  k.williams@optoma.co.uk    

Or email              marketing@optoma.co.uk 

Or call   +44 (0)1923 691800       
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